What makes some organizations capable of generating and sustaining high-velocity, unparalleled, relentless improvement and innovation? In *Creating High Velocity Organizations*, you will learn what drives the success of these select companies that achieve exceptional levels of performance including time to market, quality, safety, affordability, reliability, dependability, and adaptability. This program will introduce the fundamental principles by which such acceleration occurs, give examples of those principles in practice, and provide an opportunity to test how those principles can be translated to the workplace. You will also explore the four key principles of building the discovery capability in an organization—smart work design, creative problem solving, continuous knowledge sharing, and high-velocity learning—as well as their positive impact when successfully applied and the negative results of excluding them. Through presentations, case discussions, video dramatizations, and live simulations, the course maximizes the opportunities to learn by doing.

Please visit our website for the most current information.

executive.mit.edu/hvo
TAKEAWAYS
This program will enable you to:

• Create an organization where work is accomplished by harnessing the best approaches, and the need for new knowledge is recognized

• Solve problems as they arise and develop an understanding that prevents the recurrence of those problems

• Multiply the impact of local discoveries by making them useful systemically throughout an organization

• Lead an organization where discovery is encouraged, supported, and promoted

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

• Senior leadership, whose understanding and support are vital in developing the discovery capacity within an organization

• Managers with responsibility for core products, services, or mission-critical processes

• Subject matter experts on process excellence

• Entrepreneurs in any industry, especially in new and emerging fields

Excellent class which covers the theory behind successful high velocity organizations with practical examples. The instructors are world experts in the field and are outstanding at keeping the class engaged.

OVERALL RATING | ★★★★★

– Wayez A
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